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WELLINGTON HOUSE PROPAGANDA STARS

(1) Lord Northcliffe.
(2) Walter Lippman.
(3) Edward Bernays.
(4) Edward Bernays and Eleanor Roosevelt.
Social Science scientists at Tavistock

1. W.R. Bion.
2. Gregory Bateson.
3. R.D. Laing.
(1) Eric L. Trist. Social Science scientist at Tavistock Institute.
(2) Leon Trotsky. Marxist leader (Real name Lev. Bronstein.)
(3) Willy Munzenberg. The brilliant Russian spy and leading propagandist.
(4) Lord Northcliffe and Adolph Hitler.
(2) George Bernard Shaw. Irish Playwright and Fabianist.
(3) Walter Rathenau. Leading German industrialist. Financial advisor to Kaiser Wilhelm II.
(4) Lord Bertrand Russell. British Socialist, Author, and Elder Statesman of the "300."
(1) Kaiser Wilhelm II Wellington House falsely maligned the German leader as a "Bloody Butcher."
(2) Queen Victoria, was a cousin of Wilhelm II.
(3) King George V.
The infamous propaganda drawing depicting Kaiser Wilhelm II standing over Belgian women and children he had shot. This drawing and one like it produced by Wellington House with Wilhelm II standing over Belgian children with a sword dripping in blood from their severed hands, appeared in newspapers across Britain and the United States.
(above) Trotsky "reviews" his "troops" in Moscow. This is one of the hundreds of propaganda photographs that flooded willing Western newspapers.

(below) A depiction of one of the scores of dreadful hand-to-hand battles of WWI. The brutality and slaughter left survivors on both sides mentally crippled and haunted by what they had experienced.
THUNDER ON THE RIGHT

(1) Sean Hannity. (2) Rush Limbaugh.
(3) Tucker Carlson. (4) Matt Drudge.
(7) Brian Williams. (8) Bill O'Reilly.
(9) Lawrence Kudlow. (10) Dick Morris.
(13) Oliver North. (14) Michael Savage.